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Abstract 
 

Chiral separations are one of the important analytical tasks, since there are 

increasing demands for production of enantiomerically pure compounds.  

The separation and determination of enantiomers find applications in pharmaceutical 

and food analysis, and it is necessary to pay attention to the development  

and improvement of chiral analytical methods. High performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) with chiral stationary phase (CSP) based on molecularly 

imprinted polymers (MIPs) is perspective way. One of the main advantage of these 

stationary phases is the possibility of predetermining the elution order 

of enantiomers. The presented work is focused on the methods of preparation and 

the applications of selective sorption materials (MIPs) in the field of HPLC 

separation of biologically active substances, amino acids. This review contains 

comprehensive informations about MIP-amino acid synthesis: compositions 

of polymerization mixture (monomer, template, cross-linker, porogen), type 

of polymerization and polymerization conditions, what can affect final efficiency 

of enantioseparation. The most used porogen was toluene, crosslinker ethylene 

glycol dimethacrylate (EDMA) and initiator azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN). MIP CSP 

prepared for derivatized amino acids show better results (higher resolution) than 

MIP prepared for underivatized amino acids. MIPs are very promising material to be 

used as stationary phase in HPLC, although further developments and new 

approaches are necessary to fully exploit their potential.  
 

 University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava

 
Introduction 
 

Technology of molecular imprinting is very 

exploited technique in the field of separation 

science to obtain highly selective polymer material 

for analyte, or structurally related analytes, which 

are used in process of polymerization. Molecularly 

imprinted polymers (MIP) are prepared  

by reaction/interaction of analyte (template;  

for chiral applications the template is enantiomer) 

and functional monomer in presence of cross-

linking monomer, initiator of polymerization and 

porogen. In first step, the functional monomer 

forms a complex with template molecule, which is 

subsequently polymerised in the presence of cross-

linker and initiator to form stabile three-

dimensional polymer network. The template 

removal from polymer network reveals cavities 

complementary to the size, shape and chemical 

functionality arrangement to those of the template. 

Specific binding sites allows selective rebinding  

of the analyte from complex matrices (Fig. 1) 

(Cheong et al. 2012). 

When synthesis of MIP takes place, it is very 

important to select an optimal template molecule, 

because it affects the process of MIP recognition
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Fig. 1. Example of MIP preparation for template L-phenylalanine and predicted types of interactions with monomer 

methacrylic acid in imprinting process. 

 

ability. The ideal template should have good 

chemical stability during polymerization process 

and it should have functional groups that can form 

complex with monomer (Chen et al. 2016). MIP 

can also be prepared for so called „dummy” 

template (molecule similar to target analyte  

in terms of shape, size and functionalities).  

The main advantage of “dummy” templates is that 

have no interferences in analytical determination  

of target analyte. These approach is chosen when 

the template is too toxic to handle, not available  

in sufficient amount, expensive, or to avoid 

template-bleeding problem when MIPs are used  

for trace analysis (Song et al. 2017). 

Monomer in polymerization mixture affects  

the formation of highly specific cavities for 

template. It must contain functional groups that 

strongly interact with functional groups of template 

molecule to give stabile complex. Basic monomers 

(e.g. 2-vinylpiridine (2-VP) (Li et al. 2017),  

4-vinylpyridine (4-VP) (Kibechu et al. 2017),  

N-vinylimidazole (VIm) (Llorina Rañada et al. 

2014) or acidic monomers (e.g. methacrylic acid 

(Hroboňová and Lomenova 2018), acrylic acid 

(AA) (Liu et al. 2013), itaconic acid (IA) 

(Gutiérrez-Climente et al. 2016) were used in many 

applications. Among all monomers, methacrylic 

acid (MAA) is universal and the most used 

monomer due its functional groups which can act 

like hydrogen donor (hydroxy group) and acceptor 

(carbonyl group) (Fig. 1). 

The crosslinking agent during polymerization fixes 

the functional groups of the monomer around  

the template molecule to form a solid cross-linked 

polymer. In addition to stabilizing the resulting 

binding sites, the type and amount of cross-linking 

agent also affects the morphology and recognition 

ability of MIP. Very low amount of cross-linker 

leads to formation of polymer with unstable 

mechanical properties due to the low cross-linking 

degree, and on the other hand, very high amount  

of cross-linker can reduce the number  

of recognition sites per unit mass of MIPs.  

An optimum percentage of crosslinker is between  

50 % and 80 % from mass of used monomer 

(Spivak 2005). Most commonly used are ethylene 

glycol dimethacrylate (EDMA) (Hroboňová  

and Lomenova 2018), trimethylolpropane 

trimethacrylate (TRIM) (Olcer et al. 2017), 

divinylbenzene (DVB) (Nakamura et al. 2017)  

and other.  

In the synthesis of polymers, attention is also paid 

to selection of type and volume of the solvent used. 

The solvent dissolves the polymerization 

components and is responsible for pore formation. 

It should be to ensure the formation of pores  

to allow good flow of mobile phase through  

the polymer. Solvents, such as toluene, chloroform, 

dichloromethane, or acetonitrile may be used.  

The choice of solvent type also affects  

the formation of the complex template-monomer, 

and finally the adsorption properties of MIPs. Less 

polar solvents increase the possibility of forming  

a stable complex by facilitating the formation  

of polar non-covalent interactions (hydrogen 

bonds), while more polar solvents interfere creation 

of hydrogen bonds in the template-monomer 

complex (Chen et al. 2016). 

Many types of initiators can be used for 

polymerization, which differ in chemical properties 

and serve as a source of radicals in radical 

polymerization. Radical formation can be initiated 
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either thermally or photochemically depending  

on the kind of initiator used. Initiator is added to 

the polymerization mixture in a small amount 

compared to the monomers (approximately  

1 – 10 % from amount of monomer). The most 

common used initiators are azo-compounds  

(e.g. azoisobutylonitrile (AIBN) (Hroboňová  

and Lomenova 2018), 2,2′-azo-bis(2,4-dimethyl 

valeronitrile) (ABDV) (Kibechu et al. 2017),  

4,40-azo(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACID) (Chen et al. 

2016).  

Depending of types of interactions/bonds between 

analyte and functional monomer  

in prepolymerization complex, MIP can be 

prepared by covalent and noncovalent approach. 

Covalent approach is based on formation  

of covalent, irreversible bonds between template 

and monomer. For the template removal, chemical 

cleavage of the supporting covalent bonds was 

used. Cavities are highly compatible with 

molecules of analyte, but kinetics of the binding 

and rebinding processes may be slow. Another way 

for MIP preparation is noncovalent approach, 

which utilize noncovalent interactions  

(e.g. hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals  

and electrostatic interactions) between monomer 

and template during both, the imprinting procedure 

and the rebinding. Because of weaker reversible 

interactions, template can be removed from  

the imprinted sites by extraction with organic 

solvents or aqueous solution of an acid or base.  

In imprinting procedure also semi-covalent 

approach is used, which is combination of covalent 

and noncovalent approach. Covalent bonds 

between template and monomer are formed during 

the polymerization and during the rebinding  

of analyte from solution, only noncovalent 

interactions are used. In practice noncovalent 

approach is the most used, because of more flexible 

choice of functional monomers and possible target 

molecules (Yan and Row 2006; Maier  

and Lindner 2007). 

Beside high affinity and target specificity, MIPs 

possess advantages such as high physical  

and chemical robustness (resistance of high 

pressure and temperature, organic solvents, acids 

and bases), ease preparation, low-cost production 

and reuse. On the other hand, MIPs have also 

disadvantages. Time consuming optimization  

of  conditions  for  their preparation,  which include 

selection of compounds of polymerization mixture 

(monomer, crosslinking agent and porogen), their 

ratio, as well as reaction conditions (temperature 

and time of polymerization) to form polymer with 

required properties (high sorption capacity, 

selectivity, morphology) (Cheong et al. 2012).  

Due to their properties, MIPs have great potential  

in analytical applications, in biosensors (Nguy et 

al. 2017; Selvolini and Marrazza 2017), capillary 

electrophoresis (Alenazi et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017; 

Giovannoli et al. 2018), high performance liquid 

chromatography (Ndunda and Mizaikoff 2016; 

Yang et al. 2018), supercritical fluid 

chromatography (Ansell et al. 2012), or even  

in sample treatment procedures such as solid phase 

extraction (Bujak et al. 2016; Lucci et al. 2017), 

solid phase microextraction (Szultka et al. 2013; 

Turiel et al. 2016) and stir bar sorptive extraction 

(Fan et al. 2016; Tang et al. 2018). 

 

Preparation of MIP as stationary phases  

for HPLC 
 

Molecularly imprinted polymers are used in HPLC 

mostly for enantioseparation. Comparing  

to commercially available chiral HPLC column 

which are used for separation of enantiomers  

in daily analyses, molecularly imprinted polymers 

(MIPs) are sorbents with a higher, predetermined 

selectivity for a given enantiomer. Using of these 

materials as a chiral stationary phases (CSP) is 

particularly limited due to the difficulties 

associated with the formation of particles suitable 

for column filling. Therefore, the development  

of polymerization processes for obtaining MIP 

particles with the desired parameters (shape, size) 

is of great importance. 

 
Bulk polymerization 

 

The molecularly imprinted polymers are most often 

prepared by bulk polymerization. Polymerization 

mixture consists from template, functional 

monomer, crosslinking agent, initiator  

of polymerization and porogen. Polymers are 

formed through free radical polymerization, which 

can be thermally or photo initiated. Final, solid 

polymeric block must be crushed and sieved to 

obtain particles with desired size (smaller than 
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Fig. 2. Separation of phenylalanine enantiomers on MIP-L-

phenylalanine stationary phase prepared by bulk 

polymerization (Hroboňová and Lomenova 2018). 

 

25 µm). Template is removed from cavities 

by extraction and polymer is packed into 

chromatographic column. Although this type  

of polymerization is simple, such a polymer 

preparation is time consuming, obtained particles 

have heterogenous shape and size and crushing  

the polymeric block can also damage the formed 

cavities. Particles prepared by bulk polymerization 

are less suitable because low mass transfer kinetics 

are often observed, what have impact  

on enantioseparation (Fig. 2) (Vasapollo et al. 

2011; Zheng et al. 2011). In order to obtain 

particles with desired characteristic, what lead  

to improved chromatographic characteristics, 

different types of polymerization techniques, such 

as precipitation, suspension, multistep swelling, 

polymerization in preformed beads and surface 

imprinting, have been used. 

 
Precipitation polymerization 
 

Compared to block polymerization, precipitation 

polymerization occurs in the presence of a larger 

amount of porogen (10-times higher than in bulk 

polymerization) that dissolves the monomer 

(usually monomer concentration is < 5 % of total 

mass), template, crosslinking agent, and initiator, 

but does not dissolve the resulting polymer.  

The polymer particles tend to accumulate and 

precipitate from solution to form micro-gel 

particles (Pardeshi and Singh 2016). It is one of the 

most convenient and easiest procedures (surfactant 

free, no need of wasteful and time-consuming 

procedures) to form MIP particles with desired 

particles (particles size 3 – 5 µm, homogenous 

distribution of binding sites) and high yield. 

Porosity and size of particles can be controlled 

through polymerization conditions. It was found 

that the most important is matching the solubility 

parameter of developing polymer to solubility 

parameter of porogenic solvent (Turiel and Martin-

Esteban 2004; Yoshimatsu et al. 2007). 

 
Suspension polymerization 
 

For MIP preparation by suspension polymerization 

two-phase system is used. The monomer dissolved 

in the organic solvent is mixed in an excess  

of water containing the suspension stabilizer  

(e.g. polyvinyl alcohol). During mixing, droplets  

of organic phase with homogenous size and shape 

are formed in the aqueous phase. This type  

of suspension polymerization is rarely used because 

water can limit the formation of hydrogen 

interactions between template and monomer. It is 

used when electrostatic and hydrophobic 

interactions are strong enough (Turiel and Martin-

Esteban 2004). Better alternative to conventional 

suspension polymerization is polymerization where 

perfluoroalkane solvents are used instead of water. 

These low polarity solvents are able to stabilize 

noncovalent interactions, especially hydrogen 

bonds, between template and monomer. In this 

way, particles with size from 5 to 50 µm are 

formed, depending on the amount of stabilizer used 

(Maier and Lindner 2007). 

 
The imprinting in preformed beads 
 

The imprinting in preformed beads method is based 

on polymerization in the cavity of a porous carrier 

(e.g. silica gel). First, the pores of the carrier are 

filled with the polymerization mixture, they are 

heated while polymerization takes place  

and a composite material (silica gel-MIP) is 

formed. The silica gel can be dissolved  

and removed leaving spherical particles consisting 

only of MIP (Yilmaz et al. 2002). Spherical MIP 

exhibits less back pressure, higher mass transfer 

and a higher number of theoretical plates compared  

to conventional block polymerization particles. 

Nevertheless, peak tailing can be monitored.  

To increase the mass transfer, it has been proposed 

to anchor the template in the carrier cavities.
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After polymerization and dissolution of the silica 

gel, complementary pores containing binding sites 

were obtained which are located on the surface  

of the resulting polymer (Turiel and Martin-

Esteban 2004). 

 
Multi-step swelling polymerization 

 
The multi-step swelling polymerization is best 

polymerization for the synthesis of monodisperse 

particles in high yield. It uses polystyrene latex 

beads in water with added stabilizer. A low 

molecular weight activation solvent (e.g. dibutyl 

phthalate (Haginaka and Kagawa 2004)  

and initiator of polymerization are added to  

the solution. Under the stirring or ultrasonication, 

the components are absorbed into the latex beads, 

causing swelling. The swollen beads are added  

to the mixture containing the monomer, template, 

crosslinking agent and solvent in an aqueous 

medium in the presence of polyvinyl alcohol  

as a stabilizer. The solution is stirred until  

the dispersion droplets of the polymerization 

components are absorbed into the latex beads.  

After polymerization, MIP particles with spherical 

shape and small distribution in size (5 – 10 µm) are 

formed. Such a polymer is resistant to high 

temperatures and pressures, which allows using  

it at higher flow rates (Turiel and Martin-Esteban 

2004). 

 
Surface polymerization 

 
Another possibility is to synthesize MIP on  

the surface of the carrier (e.g. silica particles 

(Gutiérrez-Climente et al. 2016), chitosan (Wang  

et al. 2009) and activated polystyrene particles (Qin 

et al. 2009) with defined shape and size.  

For polymerization can be applied “grafting to”  

or “grafting from” approach. In most used “grafting 

to” polymerization, the carrier is modified with 

double bonds on the surface and in presence  

of the imprinting mixture the free-radical 

polymerization will start. This lead to 

copolymerization of monomers and double bonds 

on the surface and at the end to formation of MIP 

coating. With this approach, stabile polymeric film 

can be prepared. Since the initiator is  

in the solution, polymerization doesn’t take place 

only at the surface of the carrier, but polymers are 

also created in solution. That leads to harder 

control of the film thickness. To improve these 

procedures, “grafting from” approach is used. 

Initiating radicals are attached directly onto surface 

of carrier and polymer chain propagation will take 

place only on the surface and polymerization 

in solution is minimalised. An initiator transfer 

agent terminator (iniferter) is used. It is 

a compound (cumyl dithiobenzoate (Li et al. 2015), 

4-cyano-4-(phenylcarbonothioylthio) pentanoic 

acid (Li et al. 2014), benzyl dithiocarbamate 

(Abdollahi et al. 2016) that acts as radical initiator, 

chain transfer agent and polymerization terminator. 

This kind of initiator decomposes into two radicals, 

active and dormant. Active radical is located  

on the surface of the carrier and initiates 

polymerization while the other is stable, 

in solution, and prevents unwanted polymerization. 

In this process density and thickness  

of the resulting polymer layer can be better 

controlled (Tan and Tong 2007; Gutiérrez-

Climente et al. 2016). 

 
In-situ polymerization 

 

In situ polymerization is based on monoliths that 

are formed by radical polymerization directly  

in the HPLC column (compared to the processes 

where at first the MIPs are synthetized and then 

columns are filled with obtained sorbent).  

This process combines the advantages 

of monolithic columns (e.g. mechanical stability 

due one-piece structure, high permeability based on 

large porosity and large number of theoretical 

plates, which is related to high efficiency and high-

speed separations and molecular imprinting 

technology (Tanaka and Kobayashi 2003). 

The column is filled with the polymerization 

mixture, followed by heating or UV radiation to 

form a porous polymer. After polymerization, 

the template and solvent are washed with a suitable 

extraction solvent. Such stationary phases are 

characterized by ease of preparation, 

reproducibility and rapid mass transport. 

In polymerization, very important and limiting 

factor is the choice of porogen, which provides 

sufficient porosity of the monolith. This allows 

a good mobile phase flow through the column with
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low back pressure at higher flow rates. The greatest 

porosity is achieved by polar solvents that can 

affect the interactions between the monomer  

and the template, affecting the quality of the 

binding sites (Zheng et al. 2011). 

 

Efficiency of separation using MIP chiral 

stationary phases 
 

As was mentioned before, size and shape of MIP 

particles are very important for its application as 

HPLC stationary phase because they can affect 

peak shape and the efficiency of column. It has 

been found that using MIPs prepared by common 

polymerization techniques (bulk, suspension, 

precipitation, the imprinting in preformed beads  

or multi-step swelling polymerization), efficiency 

of separation is not sufficient. With these methods 

is difficult to create particles with desired 

properties (uniform shape, size, surface area) with 

high affinity of binding sites. That is caused  

by location of binding sites in polymeric particles. 

Part of binding sites are inside particles, while 

other are on the surface, which can lead  

to differences of analyte binding to polymer 

(adsorption and desorption) and thus to peak 

broadening. To improve kinetic of separation, 

surface polymerizations on different types of cores 

were proposed. Higher efficiency of separation is 

observed due to higher availability of binding sites 

in thin MIP layer. These stationary phases are 

characterised by high binding capacity and rapid 

sorption and desorption of analyte (Balamurugan  

et al. 2012; Lomenova and Hroboňová 2019). 

Although, efficient enantioseparation can be 

reached by choosing sufficient polymerization 

components and polymerization technique, using 

MIP based CSP usually broad peaks with little 

tailing can be observed (Fig. 3). That can be caused 

by many reasons. One of them is different strength 

of interactions between high affinity binding sites 

of polymer and template molecule or its 

enantiomer, respectively. That lead to slower mass 

transfer rate when template takes place, and thus  

to peak tailing of template enantiomer. 

Heterogeneity of binding sites, non-specific 

interactions, high degree of crosslinking and mass 

overloading also play crucial role. When high 

amount of crosslinker or monomer are used during  

 
Fig. 3. Separation of phenylalanine enantiomers by MIP-L-

phenylalanine prepared by surface polymerization, effect  

of monomers on efficiency of separation (a) MAA, (b) 

Acryloyl-β-CD and (c) MAA, Acryloyl-β-CD (Zhang et al. 

2012). 

the polymerization process, beside high affinity 

binding sites, in polymeric structure are also 

present free functional groups, that can provide 

non-specific interactions with enantiomers. During 

application of solution with lower concentration  

of ananlyte, analytes will interact only with binding 

sites through specific interaction. Increasing  

of analyte concentration results to occupation  

of polymeric cavities and analytes start to interact 

with free functional groups to give non-specific 

interaction leading to different mass transfer  

and thus affecting the peak symmetry (Tamayo  

et al.2005; Lomenova and Hroboňová 2019). 

 

MIP as chiral stationary phases 

for enantioseparation of amino acids 
 

Amino acids are chiral compounds and their 

enantiomers act differently in human body. Content 

of amino acid enantiomers are highly controlled  

in pharmaceutical and food industry. Naturally 

preferable in foodstuff are L-amino acids,  

D-enantiomers occurrence can indicate unsuitable 

food storage or industrial process and microbial 

contamination. Enantiomeric ratio of amino acids 

can provide information of food origin. Last years, 

food supplements containing amino acids are very 

popular. They can contain only L-forms, because 

D-forms can have different biological  

of physiological properties and may not be 

metabolized efficiently, what can lead
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to nutritionally poorer and less safe products 

(Sánchez-Hernández et al. 2016). On the other 

hand, occurrence of some D-amino acids in human 

body can help diagnose some diseases,  

e.g. Alzheimer, which find application  

of enantiomeric separation also in medicine (Fujii 

et al. 2018; Lomenova and Hroboňová 2018). 

One of the possibilities for separation  

and determination of amino acid enantiomers is 

direct HPLC separation by using stationary phases 

consist of chiral selectors with different 

functionalities. Indicated by number of published 

papers, this type of chiral separations are well 

researched and according to literature, the most 

popular chiral stationary phase (CSP)  

for enantioseparations of amino acids are based on 

macrocyclic antibiotics – teicoplanin (Kučerová  

et al. 2013; Taujenis et al. 2014; Min et al. 2015; 

Riesová et al. 2016; Hroboňová et al. 2017), 

teicoplanin aglycone (Bystrická et al. 2016; 

Hroboňová et al. 2015), ristocetin (Wagdy et al. 

2014; Lomenova and Hroboňová 2018), 

vancomycin (Deáková et al. 2015); polysacharide 

based chiral stationary phases – cyclodextrins 

(Kučerová et al. 2016; Hroboňová et al. 2017), 

cyclofructans (Hroboňová et al. 2017), amylose 

(Kučerová et al. 2013; Riesová et al. 2016)  

and chiral ion exchangers (Reischl et al. 2011; 

Woiwode et al. 2018; Geibel et al. 2019. 

Beside of commercially available CSPs,  

the innovative stationary phases to reach chiral 

separations are based on molecularly imprinted 

polymers. These sorbents are the most applied  

in field of affinity chromatography. Since they are 

prepared with high selectivity for one enantiomer, 

these materials are appropriate for 

enantioseparation and can be used as chiral 

stationary phases. Depend on enantiomeric form 

which is used as template during the 

polymerization, elution order of enantiomers can be 

determined. If L-enantiomer was used as template, 

this form will provide more interactions with 

functional groups of MIP and will elute with higher 

retention time (Gutiérrez-Climente et al. 2016; 

Hroboňová and Lomenova 2018). These highly 

selective polymers can be prepared also  

for molecules that contain more than one chiral 

centrum. For example, if polymer was prepared  

for dipeptide acetyl-L-phenylalanine-L-tryptophan-

methyl ester (Ac-L-Phe-L-Trp-Ome), this peptide 

will be retained more strongly compared to other 

stereoisomers (LD, DL and DD) which provide 

weaker interactions with functional groups into 

cavities and because of that will elute in shorter 

retention times (Ramstriim et al. 1994). 

Chiral stationary phases based on MIP  

for separation of amino acid enantiomers can be 

prepared with some of enantiomer of amino acids 

or their derivatives as templates. Selection  

of functional monomer depend on type of template 

(characteristic functional groups), which lead  

to formation of strong monomer-template complex.  

More frequent approach for MIP CSP preparation 

is use of derivatized amino acids as templates  

and also derivatives are enantioseparated. Presence  

of different functional groups in template results  

to multiple interactions with monomer  

and preparation of MIP with more specific binding 

sites. In this case, mostly used functional 

monomers are methacrylic acid, 4-vinylpyridine 

and 2-vinylpyridine and etylenglycol 

dimethacrylate as cross-linking agent. When amino 

acids esters or amides are used as templates  

(Phe-β-naphtylamide, Phe-anilide), methacylic acid 

seems appropriate for MIP synthesis. Strong ion-

par interaction of amine or amide functional groups 

with -COOH functional group of monomer and 

hydrogen bonds of carbonyl or carboxyl functional 

groups are dominant during MIP formation 

(Sellergren and Shea 1993; Takeuchi and Haginaka 

1999). Monomers, such as 2- and 4-vinylpyridine 

are selected when tert-butyloxycarbonyl- (Boc-), 

fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl- (Fmoc-) or N-carbo-

benzyloxy- (Cbz-) of amino acids as templates  

(e.g. tert-butyloxycarnonyl-L-3-nitrotyrozine (Boc-

3NT), fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl-L-3-nitro-

tyrozine (Fmoc-3NT), or N-carbobenzyloxy-L-

tryptophan (Cbz-L-Trp)) were used.  

Pre-polymerization complex monomer-template is 

formed ion-pair interactions through. In the case  

of Boc-, Fmoc- or Cbz- derivatives, methacylic 

acid is not suitable monomer, because of formation 

weaker hydrogen bonds in polar solvents occurred 

(Scorrano et al. 2011; Balamurugan et al. 2012). 

Acrylamide as basic functional monomer is 

preferred for templates with acidic functional 

groups. Stronger hydrogen bonds cause formation 

of a less nonspecific binding sites. It may be 

attributed to the fact that the unbound acrylamide 

occurs as a dimer (Ansell 2005). 
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It was also found out that monomers containing 

carboxylic groups provide hydrogen bonds with 

amino acids derivatives that are weaker in organic 

solvents. To prepare MIP with more specific 

binding sites and better recognition ability, mixture 

of two monomers could be used for MIP 

preparation (e.g. methacrylic acid and acrylamide) 

(Takeuchi et al. 1999). 

HPLC separations of derivatives of amino acids 

enantiomers (Table 1) on MIP-CSPs were 

performed in reverse-phase (RP), normal phase 

(NP) and polar-organic separation mode (PO). 

Higher values of resolution were observed in PO 

separation mode (RS = 2.2) compared with NP 

separation mode (RS = 1.7) (MIP for template Boc-

L-Trp prepared by bulk polymerization; separation 

of Boc-D,L-Trp). 

Type of MIP polymerization also affected 

efficiency of HPLC enantioseparation, however  

the selection of separation conditions is significant 

for enantiorecognition on CSPs. Higher resolution 

was achieved with MIP prepared by multistep 

swelling polymerization (RS = 2.2) compared to 

MIP prepared in-situ polymerization (RS = 0.5;  

NP separation mode) or by surface polymerization 

(RS = 1.7; PO separation mode) (MIP for template 

Boc-L-Trp; separation of Boc-D L-Trp).  

Comparing the results for polymers prepared  

by the same polymerization technique for different 

derivates of amino acids as templates, can be 

concluded that type of derivatization agent have no 

significant effect on resolution of enantiomers 

(RS = 0.7 for Cbz-DL-Trp and Fmoc-DL-Trp; 

HPLC conditions were identical). 

Rarely, underivatized amino acids are used as 

templates during MIP chiral stationary phases 

preparation. Unlike derivatized, non-derivatized 

amino acids have less functional groups, which 

provide less interactions in MIP formation, that 

results in reduced MIP selectivity. The most used 

templates for MIP preparation are aromatic  

or heterocycle containing amino acids 

(phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan) (Table 2).  

For polymerization, the most used functional 

monomer was methacrylic acid or its mixture with 

cyclodextrin. Acrylamide can be also used mostly 

in combination with modified β-cyclodextrin. 

Cyclodextrin (CD; cyclic oligosaccharides with 

hydrophilic surface and a hydrophobic cavity) 

provides the formation of multiple types  

of interactions with the template.  

Pre-polymerization complex is formed due to  

the hydrogen bonds on the surface of CD, and also 

due to the inclusion of hydrophobic guest molecule 

inside the CD cavity (hydrophobic interactions). 

This results in higher resolution enantiomers  

in chromatographic separation (Qin et al. 2008).  

Compared the RS values for derivatized  

and underivatized amino acids enantioseparation  

on MIP-CSP prepared by same polymerization 

technique can be concluded that higher resolution 

was achieved on MIPs prepared for amino acids 

derivates as templates (Z-L-Phe-OH, RS = 2.4; bulk 

polymerization) compared to those prepared  

for underivatized amino acids (D-Phe, RS = 1.0; 

bulk polymerization). 

Table 1 and 2 summarise polymerization conditions 

for MIP preparation and chromatographic 

conditions for chiral HPLC based on MIP 

stationary phase. Presented works are focused 

mostly on optimisation of MIP synthesis, what 

include choosing of suitable monomer, cross-

linker, porogen and type of polymerization  

to obtain sorbent with suitable properties, chemical 

characterisation (binding capacity and adsorption 

isotherms) and morphological characterisation 

(FTIR spectrometry, Scanning Electron 

Microscopy, Transmission Electron Microscopy, 

Thermogravimerty) of prepared sorbents. In cited 

works, prepared polymers were tested only  

for separation of standards, where optimisation  

of chromatographic conditions was done (mobile 

phase, flow rate, column temperature).  

In recent years, MIPs designed for amino acids find 

applications in sample pre-treatment like highly 

selective SPE sorbents. Recently they were used 

for medical and food analysis purposes: 

determination of glycine (Hashemi-Moghaddam  

et al. 2015) and 3-nitro-L-tyrosine (Mergola et al. 

2013) in human urine, determination of amino 

acids from tobacco (Zhu et al. 2016)  

and determination of cysteine (Cai et al. 2014). 

Nowadays, MIP have great application like 

stationary phases in pharmaceutical and food 

industry. All newly designed biologically active 

substances used in pharmacy are strictly monitored 

and need to fulfil regulations. Because of this, latest 

research if focusing to design polymers with high 

quality, what can help to achieve fast and effective 

enantioseparations. MIPs were designed for
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enantioseparation of medicament ephedrine (Ansell 

et al. 2012), citalopram (Gutiérrez-Climente et al. 

2016), paclitaxel (Li et al. 2017) and cathine 

(Balamurugan et al. 2012). Another application 

find place in food chemistry, where determination 

of specific substances in products can give 

information about quality of foodstuff, for example 

4-ethylphenol in wine (Garcia et al. 2015),  

or myricetin in plants (Xiao et al. 2016). 

 

Future Perspectives 
 

Although over the last years, synthesis of MIP 

reaches good progress, conventional 

polymerization techniques had some disadvantages. 

Many of them used large volumes of organic 

solvents which may lead to harder adaptation  

and application of MIPs in industry due to the due  

to the non-ecology approach. Use of water  

as solvent during polymer synthesis would be more 

environmental friendly alternative, but water can 

strongly interact with template/monomer a thus 

inhibit formation of hydrogen bonds (specific 

recognising interactions) between monomer  

and template. This can result in formation of less 

stable pre-polymerization complex and preparation  

of MIP with nonspecific binding sites.  

To reduce the consumption of chemicals and its 

final release to the environment, the aim  

of research is the finding innovations in techniques 

of polymers preparation which will apply  

the principles of green chemistry. Great future 

potential have strategies using supercritical carbon 

dioxide (Da Silva et al. 2010) or ionic liquids  

and deep eutectic solvents (DES) (Ma et al. 2019)  

as polymerization components. The latest works 

are focused mostly on use of DES for green MIP 

preparation. DES are mixtures of two or more 

compounds - hydrogen bond donor (HBD;  

e.g. urea, imidazole derivatives, amides, alcohols, 

saccharides or organic carboxylic acids)  

and hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA; quaternary 

ammonium chlorides e.g. choline chloride) – with  

a freezing point well below the melting point  

for any of the original mixture components.  

In comparison with traditional organic solvents, 

DESs provide many advantages, such as low 

toxicity, low volatility, miscibility with water, 

biocompatibility and biodegradability, low price 

and they are also easily prepared with a broad scale 

of polarity. In MIP preparation they can be applied 

as functional monomers, porogens or modifiers  

of polymerization mixture what allows due to  

the presence high amount of functional groups, 

provide specific interaction with template 

molecule. The polymers prepared using DESs are 

characterised by higher selectivity and adsorption 

capacity, better kinetics, homogenous binding sites, 

controlled morphology, what make them very 

perspective for using as stationary phase for HPLC 

(Viveiros et al. 2018; Roda et al. 2019).   

 

Conclusions 
 

Molecular imprinting is rapidly developing area  

of chemistry which have the huge potential in many 

sectors of applications. MIP are mostly used  

for chiral separation, since lately is increasing 

demand for optically pure products. This short 

review showed different ways of MIPs synthesis 

for application as stationary phases in HPLC.  

To achieve efficient separation of enantiomers 

without band broadening, improvement in MIP 

preparations and reduction of heterogeneity  

of binding sites should be done. Significant 

influence on sorption and separation properties  

of MIP based CSP have mostly the type  

of polymerization used in MIP preparation as well 

as the type of used monomer during imprinting 

process. On the examples of MIP-amino acids 

synthesis approaches and results of MIP based 

chiral HPLC separations, the applicability of these 

chiral stationary phases were shown. With new, 

improved strategies for MIP preparation, these 

sorbents could be suitable for industry for everyday 

use as highly selective materials for 

chromatographic separations.  
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